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DNSDB 2.0 Flexible Search 
expands the types of search 
queries and adds more 
functionality and control to 
Standard Search:

Standard Search in DNSDB 
is a great product. At the 
same time, Standard 
DNSDB was not designed:

Define precise patterns

Use “egrep-style” expressions 

Efficiently search through the 

Rdata of specific records

To contain metacharacters, 

groupings, repetitions, and other 

pattern matching values

To allow you to define specific 

patterns 

For efficiencies in searching 

through Rdata

With DNSDB® 2.0 Flexible Search

Flexible Search Puts Standard Search into Overdrive

Get Your Cyber 
Investigation on the 

Right Track

422b5c

DNSDB 2.0 Offers New 
Tools for Your Terminal

Regular Expressions

dnsdbflex

RData & RRnames

Recent Queries

Exclusions

Keyword Search
The industry-standard way of 

expressing search patterns; 

Gives you the power to 

make more complex pattern 

searches within the subset of 

the Farsight implementation.

A sister tool to dnsdbq that uses 

Flexible Search. Similar to dnsdbq, 

dnsdbflex is a C program to utilize 

the DNSDB API – perfect for scripting 

workflows and automation.

DNSDB 2.0 Flexible Search can 

search EITHER side of a DNS record.

After doing multiple 

searches, use Scout’s “Recent 

Queries” tab to get at prior 

queries.

Another new and unique 

capability of DNSDB 2.0 Flexible 

Search is the ability to exclude 

known unwanted names.

Globbing
Offers wildcard search 

capabilities.

Delivers the ability to define 

a partial term for your search 

or find all entries in which 

your search appears.

Flexible Search offers users three search syntax modes in DNSDB Scout®.

1 2 3

Chain DNSDB Standard and Flexible Search together in various 
combinations, or use one as a lead finder for the other.

Anti-phishing 

Brand protection

Drug enforcement 

Investigative journalism

Incident handling

Find unexpected / typosquatting 

domains containing bank names 

or payment service names (many 

of those FQDNS may turn out to be 

phishing sites).

Discover domain names that are 

attempting to attract customers to

counterfeit merchandise sites for fake

watches, athletic shoes, lifestyle 

medications, pirated software, etc.

Criminals sometime illegally sell 

narcotics online. LEOs can search 

DNSDB for domain names that include 

the names of controlled substances 

such as oxycodone, hydrocodone, etc.

Reporters can now easily search 

domain names for the name of a

candidate (‘trump’ or ‘biden’) or an 

issue (‘covid’ or ‘riots’).

Your syslogs can be a treasure 

trove, if properly enriched with DNS 

historical data which you may not 

find anywhere else.

DNSDB Flexible Search is bundled at no additional 

charge for all paid DNSDB API customers

Farsight offers the world’s largest passive DNS intelligence solution. 

DNSDB is a real-time DNS historical database that provides a unique, fact-based, multifaceted view of certain key configurations of the 

global Internet infrastructure.

Farsight collects Passive DNS data from its global sensor array and then filters and verifies the DNS transactions before inserting them 

into the DNSDB along with ICANN-sponsored zone file access download data. The result is the highest-quality and most comprehen-

sive Passive DNS data service of its kind. DNSDB is engineered and operated by leading Farsight DNS experts.

Farsight Security® DNSDB®

(and for all DNSDB API grant recipients).

Ready to learn more?

+1-650-489-7919farsightsecurity.com

Contact Farsight Security today and learn how DNSDB can help.
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LEARN MORE

GET YOUR API KEY

Get a free 30-day DNSDB API Key and use it in any 

of your preferred platforms.

Getting Your Investigation on the Right Track

DNSDB Flexible Search Opens 
Doors to Many Use Cases

And this is just scratching the surface...
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